THE DOOR OF BEAUTY AND INNOVATION
Whether you adopt an Arcadian-inspired appearance with one of our Rustic doors, or embrace the stylish aesthetics of a Smooth Skin, Plastpro gives you the power to choose by offering an array of fiberglass doors that not only enhance the beauty of your home, but cater to the various heights of your entry way in our 6/8, 7/0, and 8/0 options.

Now Plastpro offers a selection of fiberglass doors in the 42 inch width option, allowing you to reap the same benefits of our HydroShield technology, while finding a door that fits your unique entry way.

*NON-STOCKING ITEMS. EXTENDED LEAD TIME. PRICE BY QUOTE.*
7/0 & 8/0 TALL

### 7/0

- **RUSTIC TRUE PLANK ARCH TOP**
  - DRA1P80-36
- **RUSTIC TRUE PLANK RADIUS TOP**
  - DRA1C80-36
- **WOODGRAIN FLUSH**
  - DRG0080-36
- **SMOOTH SKIN FLUSH**
  - DRS0080-36
- **MODERN SERIES WOODGRAIN**
  - DMG4670-36
- **MODERN SERIES TEAK GRAIN**
  - DMTS170-36

### 8/0

- **RUSTIC 1-PANEL PLANK ARCH TOP**
  - DRA2P80-36
- **RUSTIC 2-PANEL PLANK ARCH**
  - DRA2C80-36
- **RUSTIC 2-PANEL RADIUS PANEL**
  - DRA4R80-36
- **RUSTIC 3 PANEL**
  - DRM6080-36
- **RUSTIC 4-PANEL RADIUS PANEL**
  - DRM8080-36
- **WALLGRAIN FLUSH**
  - DRG3080-36
- **WOODGRAIN SMOOTH FLUSH**
  - DRS3080-36
- **SMOOTH SKIN 3 PANEL**
  - DRG8080-36
- **SMOOTH SKIN 8 PANEL**
  - DRS8080-36
- **MODERN SERIES SMOOTH FLUSH**
  - DMS1L/R80-36
- **MODERN SERIES WOODGRAIN**
  - DMG4680-36
- **MODERN SERIES TEAK GRAIN**
  - DMG4680-36
- **MODERN SERIES SMOOTH FLUSH**
  - DMS1L/R80-36